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Let’s get inspired by others!

Notes from today’s session:
https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1GE524FDqrBCgykqqFw_s8azv
RumguIcKzhywZlhHUEE/edit?usp=
sharing 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GE524FDqrBCgykqqFw_s8azvRumguIcKzhywZlhHUEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GE524FDqrBCgykqqFw_s8azvRumguIcKzhywZlhHUEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GE524FDqrBCgykqqFw_s8azvRumguIcKzhywZlhHUEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GE524FDqrBCgykqqFw_s8azvRumguIcKzhywZlhHUEE/edit?usp=sharing
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Sustainability plans for ET (on Friday)

Notes from tomorrow’s session:
https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1tR7u7HEHnPEGcVS8wAcSVuo
xjv2DOPDoi81b9cZvm9A/edit?usp
=sharing 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tR7u7HEHnPEGcVS8wAcSVuoxjv2DOPDoi81b9cZvm9A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tR7u7HEHnPEGcVS8wAcSVuoxjv2DOPDoi81b9cZvm9A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tR7u7HEHnPEGcVS8wAcSVuoxjv2DOPDoi81b9cZvm9A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1tR7u7HEHnPEGcVS8wAcSVuoxjv2DOPDoi81b9cZvm9A/edit?usp=sharing
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ET-Preliminary Phase WP9 Milestone 9.1: Preliminary sustainability plan

Next deliverables
● 29/02/2024: ET Sustainable development implementation strategy
● 31/08/2024: ET Environmental impact assessment and mitigation strategy
● 31/08/2025: ET CO2 footprint assessment and mitigation strategy

Next milestones
● 29/02/2024: ET sustainability workshop + report
● 31/07/2026: ET Final sustainability plan
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Open questions (I)
(hopefully we will answer some of these before the end of the workshop)

● Carbon footprint
○ Methodology to evaluate the ET carbon emission over the entire project?
○ What sub-categories should we consider (e.g computing, travels...)?

● Energy
○ Use a green energy provider?
○ Produce energy on site?
○ How to minimize energy consumption?

● Construction
○ How to minimize the impact on the environment? How to compensate?
○ How to choose the best materials, technology?
○ Should we consider environmental issues to best choose the ET site?
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Open questions (II)
(hopefully we will answer some of these before the end of the workshop)

● Computing
○ Optimize the computing around the globe?
○ Optimize algorithms: profile analyses? train physicists? code reviewed by experts?
○ Optimize the analysis workflow, remove redundant analyses, select the best application to 

perform a task, run analyses only once, run analyses only when the energy is the 
"greenest".

● Expenses
○ How to fold the environmental impact in purchases?
○ How to limit expenses?

● Work conditions
○ What is it like to work (and live) in Europe in 2050?

Do we need to select a time of the year to operate the detector?
○ Can we limit the number of travels? How?
○ Can we prefer low-emission transportation?
○ Local population acceptance?
○ Impact on the society?
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Francesca Spagnuolo is a staff 
member of the European 

Gravitational Observatory (EGO), 
the site of the Virgo 

gravitational-wave detector. She is 
coordinating the participation of 

EGO to EU programs. She will talk 
about long-term sustainability of 

research infrastructures. 
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Mélissa Ridel is assistant 
professor and deputy dean of the 
science and university college of 

the Sorbonne University, in charge 
of environmental issues. She is 

working on the ATLAS experiment 
at CERN. She is a member of the 
steering group of "Labos1Point5" 
("Labs1Dot5"), the collective that 
she will present us today. As their 
website says "Labos 1point5 is an 

international, cross-disciplinary 
collective of academic researchers 

who share a common goal: to 
better understand and reduce the 
environmental impact of research, 
especially on the Earth’s climate."
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Sonja Kleiner is a CERN staff 
member. She is the lead of the 
Environment group at CERN 

(HSE-ENV), which is part of the 
"Occupational Health & Safety and 

Environmental Protection Unit".
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Jacopo Ghiglieri is a CNRS 
researcher at the Nantes IN2P3 lab, 
Subatech. He is a particle physics 

theoretician. He is one of the 
authors of the document 

"Environmental sustainability in 
basic research: a perspective from 

HECAP+" that he will report on 
today. HECAP+ stands for "High 

Energy Physics, Cosmology, 
Astroparticle Physics, and Hadron 

and Nuclear Physics".
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Jürgen Knödlseder is 
astrophysicist at IRAP in Toulouse 

and works in the field of 
gamma-ray astronomy. He is also 

doing research on the 
environmental impact of 

astronomical research, focusing in 
particular on impacts of ground- 

and space-based research 
infrastructures, which will be the 

topic of his talk today. He is also a 
member of the French 

Labos1Point5 collective.
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Daniel Holz is professor at the 
University of Chicago. His 

research focuses on gravitational 
waves and he is a member of the 
LIGO Scientific Collaboration. He 
is also a member of the Science 

and Security Board of the Bulletin 
of the Atomic Scientists, which 

helps set the hands of the 
Doomsday Clock. Today, he will 
present the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA 
climate change committee he is 

chairing. 
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ET-Preliminary Phase WP9 Milestone 9.1: Preliminary sustainability plan

Next deliverables
● 29/02/2024: ET Sustainable development implementation strategy
● 31/08/2024: ET Environmental impact assessment and mitigation strategy
● 31/08/2025: ET CO2 footprint assessment and mitigation strategy

Next milestones
● 29/02/2024: ET sustainability workshop + report
● 31/07/2026: ET Final sustainability plan
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Sustainability figures of merit and methodology

Emission of greenhouse gasses

● Direct emissions
coming from owned or controlled source

● Energy indirect emissions,
including the generation of purchased electricity

● All the other indirect emissions derived from purchases 
(goods and services)

Sustainability of the site as a whole

● Treatment and reuse
of the large amount of excavation materials

● Minimize the impact on ET
on the natural environments and biodiversity

● Optimize the use of the available resources

Purchase policy ● Reduce misspends and environmental waste

Life-cycle analysis ● To be implemented
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Sustainability topics relevant for Einstein Telescope

● Travels
○ To the site, to workshops & conferences, to labs and partner sites

● Computing
○ On site, data transfers, clusters, video conferences, etc.
○ Partners: other large research infrastructures, community as a whole,

                industry

● “Eco-design” after selection of the ET site(s)
○ Example of CERN’s FCC project

● Development of technologies for ET
which may become a reference for the community

● Construction

● Energy system and sources

● Future work conditions on site to operate the detector

→ Different phases of ET: preparatory phase and design, construction, operations + upgrades, dismantling
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Sustainability plan goals

● Provide recommendations to reduce impacts of all kinds
○ Without jeopardizing the ET scientific goals
○ Coming into the game after detector configuration choice and site selection

● Define set of standards and references
○ Assess the quality of the plan
○ Quantify what has been achieved

● Follow what others are doing in all related fields
○ Develop actions jointly, at the scale of the whole community
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Open questions (I)
(hopefully we will answer some of these before the end of the workshop)

● Carbon footprint
○ Methodology to evaluate the ET carbon emission over the entire project?
○ What sub-categories should we consider (e.g computing, travels...)?

● Energy
○ Use a green energy provider?
○ Produce energy on site?
○ How to minimize energy consumption?

● Construction
○ How to minimize the impact on the environment? How to compensate?
○ How to choose the best materials, technology?
○ Should we consider environmental issues to best choose the ET site?
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Open questions (II)
(hopefully we will answer some of these before the end of the workshop)

● Computing
○ Optimize the computing around the globe?
○ Optimize algorithms: profile analyses? train physicists? code reviewed by experts?
○ Optimize the analysis workflow, remove redundant analyses, select the best application to 

perform a task, run analyses only once, run analyses only when the energy is the 
"greenest".

● Expenses
○ How to fold the environmental impact in purchases?
○ How to limit expenses?

● Work conditions
○ What is it like to work (and live) in Europe in 2050?

Do we need to select a time of the year to operate the detector?
○ Can we limit the number of travels? How?
○ Can we prefer low-emission transportation?
○ Local population acceptance?
○ Impact on the society?
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Travel carbon footprint

We have estimated the carbon 
footprint associated to travels for this 
ET collaboration meeting

Participants have provided the 
carbon footprint of their travel when 
they registered

146 participants
18 persons did not provide information about their trip
CO2 emission w/o contrails = 17717 kg → 19901 kg (extrapolating missing info)
CO2 emission w/ contrails = 31480 kg → 35361 kg (extrapolating missing info)
CO2 emission per person = 30000 kg / 146 = 205 kg for 4 days of meeting

In average a French person emits ~10 t / year of CO2 (2050 target: 2 t / year)
~ 27 kg / day (2050 target: 5 kg / day)

Locals France Europe Asia


